DATE: June 27
TO: Students and Officers
SUBJECT: Trivia Tuesday!

Comment your best guess on Psi Chi’s official Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram for a chance to receive a $75 Amazon gift card. We’ll randomly select one winner who answers correctly on Friday!

With so much happening at Psi Chi, we hope you’ll take this time to follow us on your preferred social media. Together, let’s strengthen your relationship with Psi Chi and make some great memories!

CONDUCTING RESEARCH

Students and Faculty: Submit a Research Proposal for Psi Chi's 2023–24 CROWD Project
The NICE committee will select 1–3 collaborative research questions, which will be promoted through Psi Chi in order to generate collaboratively collected data from many locations, all using the same research protocol. Proposals are due July 31, 2023. See the full instructions.

SUMMER ANNOUNCEMENTS

- **Psi Chi Diversity and Inclusion Summer Celebration**
  Join us for a two-month celebration honoring LGBTQ Pride, Minority Mental Health Month, and more.

- **Mental Health Awareness Video Contest**
  Entries are due June 30 for this special opportunity to share about what mental health awareness means to you.

- **Support/Opposition Letters Due June 30**
  Psi Chi members are invited to submit a letter for or against Board-approved amendments to the Psi Chi Constitution. See full details.

- **Grad Student Reviewers Needed for Psi Chi/APAGS Jr. Scientist Fellowship Applications**
  APAGS seeks up to nine students to each review approx. 3–5 applicants by late August. To be considered as a potential reviewer, please email Ritu Verma (rverma@apa.org) by end of Wednesday, June 28, to (a) affirm that you’re a graduate student and (b) provide 2–3 sentences explaining your interest. The Science Committee chair and cochair will be available throughout to answer any questions/concerns.

- **Leadership Transition**
  We thank and congratulate Psi Chi’s outgoing and incoming Executive Directors: Martha S. Zlokovich, PhD (retiring Aug. 1) and Marianne Fallon, PhD (starting July 1).
Recent graduates: Psi Chi eBooks can help you navigate the graduate school application process, find business-related careers, or achieve a career with a bachelor’s in psychology. Members get 75% off.

**Liability Insurance for Psychology Students**  
Start the school year on the right foot by protecting your education and future career. You risk potential legal action every time you provide psychological services—even in training. Get liability coverage for only $35 a year. Visit HERE.